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Lift Foliations· in Flat Principal Bundles 
and Modular Functions 

Haruo Suzuki 

§ 1. Introduction 

In the differential topology of foliations, we have an hi-invariant for 
a leaf which is a kind of secondary characteristic class (cf. B. Reinhart [R] 
and R. Goldman [G]). On the other hand, in the operator theory of folia
tions, a modular function (i.e. module) of transverse measure on the holo
nomy groupoid of a foliation plays an important role (cf. A. Connes [C]). 

The hi-invariant is closely related to the modular function of the foli
ation and in particular, nontriviality of the hi-invariant means that of the 
modular function corresponding to a nowhere vanishing C~-density on the 
foliated manifold (cf. H. Suzuki [S2]). 

Let M be a Hausdorff C~-manifold with a countable open base and 
(M,.F) a C~-foliation of codimension q on M. Sometimes we denote 
(M,.F) by:F simply. Let Kbe a connected Lie group, KocK a discrete 
subgroup andp: E~M a C~-principal K-bundle, the structural group of 
which has Ko-reduction. Then it is well known that (M, .F) is lifted to a 
C~-foliation (E, :FE) of codimension q. The main result of the present 
note is stated as follows. 

Theorem 4.2. Let K be a connected Lie group, (M,.F) afoliation of 
codimension q>O and1t"I(M) be finite. If (M,.F) has a nontrivial hl -

invariant, then the module 0 of transverse measure on the holonomy groupoid 
of(E,:F E), corresponding to a nowhere vanishing C~-density of E is non
trivial. 

In Section 2, we introduce the hi-invariant for a leaf of a foliation. 
In Section 3, we consider locally free, foliation preserving, transverse Lie 
group action and examine hi-invariants of the extended foliation by this 
Lie group action. In the last section, we prove Theorem 4.2 by making 
use of the result of Section 3 and Theorem of [S2]. 
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§ 2. hI-invariants 

Let (M,:F) be a C~-foliation of codimension q. Let T(M) be the 
tangent bundle of M and F the subbundle of T(M) consisting of tangent 
vectors ofleaves of .'F. The quotient bundle IJ(:F)=T(M)/Fiscalled the 
transverse vector (i.e. normal) bundle of (M, :F). Let f7B be a Bott con
nection (that is the basic connection of [B]) of .'F on the bundle IJ(:F) and 
f) B its local curvature matrix. 

Let CI denote the first Chern polynomial. It is well known that 
CI(f)B) is a globally defined differential 2-form on M. (In fact CI(f)B)= 
(1/27r) trace f)B') Since each component of the matrix f)B is contained in 
the ideal generated by q linearly independent differential I-forms defining 
.'F(this is Bott vanishing theorem [B, Section 6]), CI(f)B) restricted to a leaf 
L of .'F vanishes, i.e., 

Let f7R be a Riemannian connection on IJ(:F) and f)R its local curva
ture matrix. Let 7r: MXR~M be the first factor projection map and 
define a connection f7 on 7r*v(:F) = v(:F) X R by an affine combination of 
f7B and f7R, 

Let f) be the local curvature matrix of f7. cl(f) is a globally defined dif
ferential 2-form on MXR. We denote by 7r* the integration over the 
fiber for the trivial bundle 7r: MXI~M(I=[O, 1]). Then since f)R is skew 
symmetric, it follows that, 

Therefore we have 

It can be shown that the de Rham cohomology class 

does not depend on the choice of the connections f7 Band f7 R, and is deter
mined uniquely by the foliation (M,.'F) and its leaf L. We denote this 
cohomology class by hl(.'F, L) and call it the first leaf invariant of.'F with 
respect to L. 

Remark. For any odd integer i such that 1 < i < 2[(q + 1)/2] -1, a 
cohomology class 
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hi(oF, L)e H~l/(L) 

is defined in a similar way. (See [G] and [S2].) 

§ 3. The extended foliation by some Lie group action 
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In this section, we formulate, in rather general situation, a relation 
between the hI-invariant of foliation and that of the foliation extended by 
transverse frame field preserving given foliation. This result is applied, 
in the last section, to prove Theorem 4.2 on the module of transverse 
measure of holonomy groupoid for the lift foliation in principal bundle 
over foliated manifold. 

Let r(~) denote the module of sections of vector bundle~. For the 
foliation (M, .F), we say that a tangent vector field Ye r(T(M» preserves 
oF, if for each Z e r(F) we have [Y, Z] e r(F). A (linearly independent) 
k-frame field {XI' ... , X k }, Xi e r(T(M» is called transverse to oF, if the 
span of XI> ... , Xle at each point has 0 intersection with F. It is said that 
the vector fields XI' ... , Xli form a Lie algebra mod oF, if there exists C~
functions arj and vector fields Yij e r(F), i,j, r= 1, ... , k such that 

Ie 

[Xi' X j ]= L: arj X r + Yij · 
T=l 

Let ~ t be the trivial line bundle determined by X t • If XI> ... , X Ie 

form a Lie algebra mod oF and each X t preserves oF, then the subbundle 

Ie 

F' = EB ~iffiFc T(M) 
i=l 

is integrable and defines an extended foliation oF' on M. Let ff be a 
foliation of M and FC T(M) the subbundle determined by ff. If F is a 
subbundle of F, then oF is called a subfoliation of ff which is denoted by 
oFcff. 

Lemma 3.1. Let oF and ff be C~-foliations of a manifold M such 
that oFCff, codimoF=q and codimff=k<q. Let{XI> ... ,XIc} be a 
k-frame field transverse to :J'. Suppose that each Xi preserves oF and 
Xl' ... , X Ie form a Lie algebra mod oF. Let:F' be the foliation determined 
by {XI' ... , X Ic } and the subbundle F corresponding to:F. Let L be a leaf 
oJoF and L' the leaf of oF' containing L. Then we have 

where j is the inclusion map L-,,; L' . 
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Remark. The result of Lemma 3.1 is generalized to hrinvariants for 
1 <i<q-k (cf. [SI, Section 2])~ 

Proof. If we split the subbundle Fe T(M) determined by §' into a 
Whitney sum: F=F(£)V, then V is isomorphic to v(~') and the transverse 
vector bundle v(~) can be identified with the Whitney sum 

Let i7 be any Bott connection for ~' on V and 17' the trivial connection 
with respect to the global k-frame field{Xlo ... , X;t} on the trivial bundle 
(£)~=1 ~t. We define a connection 17 on Vby the Whitney sumP' =17'(£)i7. 
Since (£)~=1 ~i(£)V is a subbundle of T(M), one can regard reP') as a subset 
of r(T(M)). . 

Let p: T(M)~ V = T(M)/ F be the natural projection map. By our 
assumption, Xt preserves F and hence it follows that for X E reF) 

·i=l, ... , k. 

Therefore, for s' E r«(£)~=l ~t)eF(T(M)), we have 

17 x(s')=17~(s')=p([X, s']) XE reF). 

On the other hand, the subbundle F=F(£)VeT(M) is integrable by 
assumption, and hence for any S E r(V)er(T(M)), the ~i-component of 
the vector field [X, s] at each point is O. This means that 

p([X, s])=p([X, s]) XE reF), 

where p is the natural projection map T(M)~ V = T(M)/ F' and therefore 
we have 

17~(s)=t7 x(s)=p([X, s]) 

=p([X, s]). 

Since any section s E r«(£)~=l ~t(£)V') is of the form s=s'(£)s, we have 
for XE reF), 

17 x(s)=p([X, s'])+p([X, s]) 

=p([X, s' +s]) 

=p([X, s]) 

which shows 17 is a Bott connection for~. 
Let (bq_k be a local (q-k)-frame section of V and denote by q'Jq the 
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local q-frame section obtained by adding the vector fields Xl> ... , X k to
ibq - k • Let () (resp. 0) be the connection matrix of 17 (resp. p) with respect 
to tPq (resp. ibq _ k ). Then we have 

(}=[~ ~]. 
We fix a Riemannian connection po on V and then the connection 

170=I7'EBPo on V =EB~=l giEBV is also a Riemannian connection. For con
nection matrix eo (resp. 0°) of 17° (resp. PO) with respect to tP q (resp. ib q _ k), 
we have similar formula to that of () and O. 

We form the connection 

17*=tl7+(1-t)170 tER 

on the vector bundle VXR--,>-MXR. The connection matrix of 17* with 
respect to tP q is 

()* = t(}+ (1- t)e°. 

We denote its curvature matrix by Q*. Similarly one obtains the con
nection P on the vector bundle VX R--'>- MX R and its curvature matrix 
i'J*. It follows immediately that c1(Q*)=C1(i'J*) and hence 

hl(~' L) = [7t'*(c1(Q*) IMxr) IL] 

= [7t'*(c1(i'J*) IMxr) IL] 

= j*[7t'*(c1(i'J*) IMxr) 1£'] 

=j*hl(~" L'). q.e.d. 

Corollary 3.2. Let (M,~) be a Coo-foliation of codimension q. Sup
pose that a connected Lie group K of dimension k<q acts on M, and the 
action is locally free, foliation preserving and is transverse to a foliation ;j' 
such that ;j' -:J~. Let~' be the extended foliation of ~ by the action of 
K. Then we have 

where L is a leaf of ~, L' is the leaf containing L andj: L--'>-L' is the inclu
sion map. 

Proof We take vector fields on M defined by basis vectors of the 
Lie algebra of K as Xl> ... , X k. These satisfy conditions of Lemma 3.1. 
The result follows immediately from the lemma. q.e.d. 
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:§ 4. Foliation with nontrivial module 

Let G be the holonomy groupoid of a Coo-foliation (M, $l of codi
mension q and 0 a module of transverse measure on G by A. Connes (cf. 
Ic] and [KD, corresponding to a nowhere vanishing Coo-density of M. Let 
HI(G; R) be the groupoid I-cohomology group with real coefficients (cf. 
[RND. Let C, be the sheaf of germs of real valued continuous functions 
constant along leaves and HI(M: C"'.) the I-sheaf cohomology vector space 
of M with the coefficient sheaf C,. 

Let c: HI(G; R)-+HI(M; C,) denote the natural injective homomor
phism (cf. [YD. log 0 is a I-cocycle of G with real coefficients and defines 
a cohomology class [log 0] E HI(G; R). The sheaf cohomology class, 
c[log 0] E HI(M; C,) does not depend on the choice of Coo-density of M 
and is called the modular cohomology class of .'F. Let L be a leaf of .'F 
and i: L-+M the natural inclusion map. The pullback i*C, of C, is the 
sheaf of constant functions and i induces a homomorphism 

Now we have 

Theorem 4.1. Let (M, .'F) be a Coo-foliation and 0 a module of trans
verse measure on the holonomy groupoid of .'F, corresponding to a nowhere 
vanishing Coo-density of M. Let L be a leaf of .'F. Then 0 and hl(.'F, L) 
,are related by the formula 

i* 0 c[log 0]= -21':hl(.'F, L). 

Proof See [S2]. 

Let K be a connected Lie group, Ko c K a discrete subgroup and p: 
E-+M a Coo-principal K-bundle, the structural group of which has Ko
reduction. Then there exists a homomorphism h of the fundamental 
group 1':1(M) to Ko. Therefore 1':1(M) acts on K by the left multiplication 
via h and at the same time it acts on the universal covering manifold M 
of M by covering transformation. It is well known that E ~ MX ',(M)K. 
Since the diagonal action of 1':1(M) on MXK preserves the foliation {MX 
{g}}gEK' it gives rise to a foliation ff of codimension k=dim K on E. 
Obviously ff is invariant under the right action of K. 

Moreover, .'F determines a foliation ff ={L} of codimension q on 
M, which is preserved by the covering transformation of 1':1(M). Hence the 
diagonal action of 1':1(M) on MX K preserves the foliation {LX {g}ha,gEK 
of codimension q+dimK=q+k. Therefore one obtains a foliation .'FE 
of codimension q+k on E. .'FE is also invariant under the right action 
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of K. Since the subbundle FE of T(E) determined by ~ E is a subbundle 
of P which is the subbundle of T(E) determined by ff, we have ~ E C ff. 
A leaf LE of ~ E is a covering space of a leaf L of ~ by the bundle pro
jection map p: E--+M and so (E, ~ E) is called the lift foliation of (M, ~. 

Theorem 4.2. Let K be a connected Lie group, (M, ~ a foliation of 
codimension q>O and n-1(M) be finite. If (M,~) has a nontrivial hl-
invariant, then the module 0 of transverse measure on the holonomy groupoid 
of(E, ~E)' corresponding to a nowhere vanishing Coo-density of E is non
trivial. 

Proof. It is sufficient to show that [log 0]*0. By the assumption of 
our theorem, one can find a leaf L of ~ such that 

In Corollary 3.2, we take E for M and ~ E for ~. Then p* ~ = ~~ is 
the extended foliation of ~ E by the action of K and p-1(L) is a leaf of ~~. 
By the naturality of hI-invariant for the transverse map to foliation and by 
Corollary 3.2, it follows that 

hl(~E' LE)=j*hl(~~,p-I(L» 

=j*p*hl(~' L) 

=(pILE)*hl($=", L). 

By the assumption n-I(M) is finite, (pILE)*: HI(L: R)--+HI(LE: R) is in· 
jective and therefore one obtains 

On the other hand, by Theorem 4.1, we have 

and hence [log 0]*0. 

i* 0 t[log 0]= -2n-hl($="E' L E) 

*0 
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